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Abstract

Future automotive applications ranging from advanced driver assistance to au-
tonomous driving will largely increase demands on in-vehicular networks. Data
flows of high bandwidth or low latency requirements, but in particular many ad-
ditional communication relations will introduce a new level of complexity to the
in-car communication system. It is expected that future communication backbones
which interconnect sensors and actuators with Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
in cars will be built on Ethernet technologies. However, signalling from different
application domains demands for network services of tailored attributes, including
real-time transmission protocols as defined in the Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN)
Ethernet extensions. These Quality of Service (QoS) constraints will increase net-
work complexity even further. Event-based simulation is a key technology to master
the challenges of an in-car network design. This chapter introduces the domain-
specific aspects and simulation models for in-vehicular networks and presents an
overview of the car-centric network design process. Starting from a domain specific
description language, we cover the corresponding simulation models with their
workflows and apply our approach to a related case study for an in-car network of a
premium car.
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1 Introduction
The automotive market is growing in demand for innovative driver assistance systems,
as well as highly automated or even autonomous driving units. In-vehicular communica-
tion networks that connect sensors and actuators with Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
contribute the basis to these distributed, safety-critical, and highly complex systems.
Consequently, their architecture and design are playing an increasingly important role.
As of today, in-car communication concepts fall short in meeting the emerging require-
ments of future driving systems.

High bandwidth demands from distributed visual sensors—the raw data fusion of
laser scanners and cameras for example—exceed the capacities of current data transmis-
sion systems by more than an order of magnitude. For example a low resolution camera
stream of 7 Mbit/s already exceeds CAN’s 0.5 Mbit/s 14 times. An increasing number
of vehicular safety functions pose strict redundancy or quality of service requirements
such as latency and jitter. With respect to this growing heterogeneity, current automotive
communication architectures and technologies reach their limits. With timing and band-
width aspects in mind, communication techniques that provide a wide range of real-time
communication services are needed. Due to its high data capacities, its low cost of
commodity components, and its large flexibility in terms of protocols and topologies,
switched Ethernet is a promising candidate to overcome the challenges of future in-car
networks [15].

Communication architectures of today’s vehicles are composed of different domain-
specific technologies such as Controller Area Network (CAN), FlexRay, Local Inter-
connect Network (LIN), and Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST) [19]. Cross-
domain communication is enabled via a central gateway that inter-connects a majority of
these buses. For premium cars, the simple structuring mechanism of a central gateway
reaches its limits in terms of complexity and controllability. Future developments of
automotive services and communication require new concepts and solutions.

The One-Pair Ether-Net (OPEN) Alliance Special Interest Group, which is driven
by the automobile industry, focuses on the standardization of certified automotive
Ethernet that runs over one single pair of unshielded twisted wires, previously offered
as BroadR-Reach by Broadcom [12, 13]. It is very well suited for the challenging
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) requirements compliant to the harsh environment
in cars. This standard lays the foundation of automotive Ethernet variants. Since
established automotive suppliers already offer this technology, Ethernet is a candidate
for a new common communication architecture in vehicles [7, 23, 24].

When switching to Ethernet the in-vehicle network will face a significant paradig-
matic change. However, sudden changes in the network architecture of mass-produced
cars is infeasible due to costs and risks. That is why there will be a gradual transition to
a flat Ethernet topology. First steps involve the migration of Ethernet into legacy bus
topologies. A consolidation strategy with heterogeneous networks formed of an Ethernet
core and legacy buses at the edges will allow to preserve investments in knowledge about
legacy technologies. Such a mixed architecture forms the beginning of this stepwise
transition towards a flat network topology consisting solely of Ethernet links [17].

The design of future vehicular networks requires new tools for experimentation, opti-
mization, and debugging. There are several commercial tools to analyze in-car networks.
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In industry, most popular is CANoe (by Vector Informatik GmbH) that enables real-time
cluster simulations of fieldbuses. As of today, CANoe does not provide functionality to
simulate real-time Ethernet variants. SymTA/S is a commercial timing analyzer (not a
network simulator) by Symtavision GmbH that supports Ethernet (standard and Audio
Video Bridging (AVB) [10]) as well as common fieldbus technologies. It provides
analytical models to calculate load and timing.

To evaluate future in-vehicle networks, appropriate tools need to integrate the dis-
tributed system components. While current tool chains focus on bit-correct simulation
of fieldbus communication, future environments have to enable the developer to analyze
effects of congestion and jitter on the cars applications and assistance functions on
a system level. For example it can easily be explored how a third message source
is influencing the traffic between two communication partners. System level simula-
tion increases the understanding of the behavior of future automotive communication
architectures and enable quantitative analysis at a level of higher abstraction.

The OMNeT++ (see Part {I}) platform is a well suited tool and a perfect base to
implement such kind of system level simulation based on real-time Ethernet variants
[22]. Besides its open-source simulation core, it allows to extend its Eclipse based
IDE with custom plugins for specialized design and analysis tasks. In this work, we
introduce both a uniform workflow as well as the required models and tools to design
and evaluate future in-vehicle networks.

Experiences with the simulation during research on in-car network architectures
showed that the configuration of these large networks is complex and tedious. Thus
there was a demand to simplify the description of in-car network scenarios. This demand
led to the development of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) that supports the fast
setup of simulations of in-car network architectures.

This DSL is called Abstract Network Description Language (ANDL) and is in-
tegrated as a plugin for OMNeT++. It enables the design of networks on an abstract
layer. Additionally benefits like autocompletion, syntax highlighting, validation, auto-
formatting, renaming and scoping support the configuration process.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the
problem space of mixed critical networks in cars. Our simulation environment including
tools and models is introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4 shows an example of our simulation
workflow, followed by a case study about backbones in premium cars in Sect. 5. We
conclude with an outlook in Sect. 6.
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2 Mixed Critical In-vehicle Networks
In a current premium car, there are up to 70 electronic control units (ECU) with
more than 900 functions interconnected over a heterogeneous in-car network. While
control loop applications have strong real-time requirements, other applications such
as navigation, firmware updates or multimedia streaming demand high bandwidth at
relaxed timing constraints. With the introduction of high quality sensors such as high-
resolution driver assistance camera systems some functions require high date rates
and rigid timing. For safety critical functions like autonomous driving, timing and
data rates must be strictly guaranteed. This leads to a wide spectrum of soft and hard
time-constrained domains, some of which covering the entire topology.

The inter- and intra-domain communication is growing and the amount of data
exchanged within the car is heavily increasing. In addition to on-board systems, a car
will receive off-board data by its backend or by other cars, and infrastructure components
such as traffic lights from the vicinity will use car-to-car (C2C) or car-to-infrastructure
(C2I) communication.
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Figure 1: Domain Decomposition of a Traditional Car Network

Ethernet is the key technology discussed by the major OEMs to overcome the
challenges of future in-car networking [15]. Consequently, the automobile industry
is pushing standardization of a physical layer for automotive applications within the
OPEN Alliance Special Interest Group. The 100 Mbit/s automotive certified physical
layer is already available (commercially available as BroadR-Reach, standardization
by the IEEE under P802.3bw [12]), 1 Gbit/s automotive links are standardized under
802.3bp [13].

One possible direction for building future automotive communication is a homo-
geneous core network of switched Ethernet. Such a flat design reduces complexity
by purely switching without the need for gateways between different technological
domains in the car. On the other hand, OEMs need to protect their investments in
fully developed and proven ECUs as well as their software components. In most cases,
these components follow an integrated design that communicates via CAN. Changing
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to Ethernet hardly justifies the redesign of these components. As part of the migration
to a pure Ethernet-based communication layer, gateways will connect CAN buses to
the Ethernet backbone (s. Figure 1). Corresponding gateways must support a tunneling
of CAN message over the Ethernet backbone to interconnect CAN buses of different
domains. In addition, CAN message priorities must be preserved. Since CAN supports a
maximum payload of 8 bytes and Ethernet offers a minimum payload of 46 bytes, these
gateways will allow the aggregation of CAN messages within an Ethernet frame.

Thinking these directions of design it becomes evident that an in-car network can
no longer be considered a collection of closed domains with fixed, offline-configured
traffic. Instead, dynamic traffic and changing communication requirements must be
foreseen in particular with the integration of new services entering the car via an Internet
uplink. Examples for such applications include online software updates, car diagnoses,
or updates of on-board information repositories such as navigation maps or meta-data.
Such networked applications are easy to host on an Ethernet-based in-car backbone.
Even an offloading to a cloud of data or computationally expensive tasks are currently
discussed in the context of autonomous driving. Envisioned from these perspectives,
future cars may even be characterized as mobile constituents of the Internet of Things
(IoT), requiring the network to cope with ever arriving new challenges that include
security and safety.

2.1 Time Sensitive Networking Technologies
Automotive communication consists of a collection of distinct services that strictly
differentiate in quality, and potentially interfere within a flat common network [25].
Hence, standard switched Ethernet must be extended beyond simple traffic prioritization
to provide real-time guarantees. Typical techniques are bandwidth limitation as in IEEE
802.1Qav [8], or rate-constraining as in TTEthernet or AFDX [1] traffic. Further time-
triggering such as the time-triggered traffic class of AS6802 [21] or the upcoming IEEE
802.1Qbv (Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic) [11]. The upcoming Time Sensitive
Networking (TSN) standard bundles all of these techniques.

The IEEE 802.1 Audio/Video Bridging (AVB) standard [10] is a core predecessor
of TSN. It enables low latency streaming services and guaranteed data transmission
in switched Ethernet networks. This real-time Ethernet extension originates from
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Figure 2: IEEE 802.1Qav: Transmission Selection Algorithms
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the multimedia domain where synchronization, jitter and latency constraints of the
applications are high. Ethernet AVB guarantees latencies under 2 ms over seven hops for
its best traffic class. The IEEE 802.1 AVB standard consists of different sub-standards
required to guarantee the latency, synchronization performance, as well as a coexistence
with legacy Ethernet nodes.

IEEE 802.1Qav [8] specifies queuing and forwarding rules to guarantee the latency
constraints for AVB and the support of legacy Ethernet frames. AVB defines two service
classes with different guarantees,

1. Stream reservation class-A with a maximum latency of 2 ms

2. Stream reservation class-B with 50 ms over seven hops.

An AVB network is also able to deal with non-AVB frames. These frames are mapped
to the best-effort class (see Fig. 2).

Prioritization, queuing and scheduling mechanisms realize a guaranteed data trans-
mission of AVB frames within strict latency bounds. A transmission of an AVB frame
is controlled by using a credit based shaper (CBS). Transmission of an AVB frame
is allowed when the number of available credits is larger or equal 0. Implicitly, the
CBS has a lower and upper bound to limit the data rate and burstiness of AVB data.
The remaining bandwidth is available for non-AVB nodes. To ensure that AVB traffic
always has the highest priority, the priority of legacy Ethernet frames by non-AVB
nodes is re-mapped to the priorities of the best-effort traffic class. Furthermore, there is
a signaling protocol specified in IEEE 802.1Qat [9] to reserve the required resources for
AVB frames along the entire path between source and sink. The standard recommends
that at most 75 % of the total bandwidth shall be reserved for AVB data, while the
remaining resources are freely available to best-effort traffic.

Another option of traffic shaping and media access policy for real-time commu-
nication in switched networks is time-triggered Ethernet. The TTEthernet protocol
was standardized in 2011 by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) [20] under
AS6802 [21]. It is a compatible extension of IEEE switched Ethernet and uses topolo-
gies formed of full-duplex links. The TTEthernet media access strategies are similar to
IEEE 802.1Qbv (Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic) that is under development by the
IEEE Time Sensitive Networking (TSN).

Time-triggered Ethernet variants are operating on an offline configured schedule
with dedicated transmission slots for all real-time messages shared among all network
participants. This enables a coordinated time-division-multiple-access (TDMA) media
access strategy with deterministic transmission and predictable delays. TDMA prevents
congestion on outgoing line cards and thereby enables isochronous communication
with low latency and jitter. To allow for this access scheme, a failsafe synchronization
protocol has to provide a precise global time among all participants.

In addition to time-triggered, TTEthernet defines two other event-triggered message
classes: Rate-constrained (RC) is comparable to the link layer of the ARINC-664
(AFDX) protocol [1]. Bandwidth limits for each stream and sender enable the real-time
guarantees. So-called bandwidth allocation gaps (BAGs) implement the bandwidth
limits. The BAGs define the minimum distance of two consecutive frames of the same
stream (called virtual link). The rate-constrained traffic is comparable with Ethernet
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AVBs stream reservation classes A and B. Similarly it uses strict priorities for traffic
with different real-time requirements.

The Best-effort (BE) traffic conforms to standard Ethernet messages transmitted
with the lowest priority. The best-effort class is used for the transmission of cross-traffic.
It allows the integration of hosts that are unaware of the time-triggered protocol and
remain unsynchronized.
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3 Simulation Environment
The simulation models introduced in this section were developed for simulation of in-car
networks but can be used for other systems as well. To simplify the installation, an
OMNeT++ plug-in is provided that offers an automated installation process as well as
an update procedure. Figure 3 gives an overview of the contributed simulation models
and their place in the software stack of the toolchain.

Vehicle network model

Abstract Network Description Language (ANDL)

INET-Framework
Internet technologies

CoRE4INET
Real-time Ethernet

SignalsAndGateways
Signal sources, Gateways

FiCo4OMNeT
Fieldbusses (CAN und FlexRay)

oppResultManagers
Recording of results, Constraint checks

OMNeT++
IDE and Simulation kernel

Figure 3: Overview of the contributed simulation environment (colored)

All simulation models base on the IDE and simulation kernel of OMNeT++. The
optional oppResultManagers framework writes simulation results directly to PCAPng
files or a database. FiCo4OMNeT contributes simulation models for CAN and FlexRay
fieldbuses. For both there are no dependencies to other simulation models. CoRE4INET
provides simulation models for real-time Ethernet communication. It uses the Ethernet
layer implemented in the INET framework. INET models of higher layer can com-
municate via CoRE4INET models, too. SignalsAndGateways implements gateways.
They support different strategies for the translation of communication between real-time
Ethernet and fieldbuses. Thus, it depends on CoRE4INET and FiCo4OMNeT.
As simulation input a vehicle network must be described using *.ini and *.ned files of
OMNeT++. It is time consuming to describe several variants of a vehicle network using
these files. Hence, such a network should be modelled in the domain specific language
ANDL. A compiler translates network designs given in ANDL to the corresponding
*.ini and *.ned files used by CoRE4INET, FiCo4OMNeT and SignalsAndGateways
models.
All simulation models and plug-ins are published open-source and can be downloaded
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from our website [4].

3.1 Domain Specific Language for Automotive Networks
Configuring the simulation of large heterogeneous networks is complex and lengthy. To
reduce this effort and to let the developer focus on the design task, we developed a DSL
for the description of heterogeneous in-vehicle network designs. It is called Abstract
Network Description Language and provides an easy and assisted way to design a
network in an Eclipse environment. It is implemented as an Eclipse plugin and thus fits
into the OMNeT++ IDE. The plugin provides syntax highlighting as well as context
aware code completion. For typical vehicle networks that require few TDMA based
communications, a scheduling algorithm generates a feasible schedule for TDMA traffic.
It should be used as starting point for improving the TDMA schedule [14].

The ANDL is implemented as an OMNeT++ plugin using Eclipse’s Xtext technol-
ogy [5, 2]. Xtext is a framework for development of programming - and domain-specific
languages. Using a grammar that has been extended by some specific elements, the
DSL will be described. Based on this input Xtext generates a parser and a code editor
that will be plugged into OMNeT++ IDE. Using a set of Java classes, which have been
generated by Xtext, the compilation from ANDL to *.ini and *.ned of OMNeT++ will
be defined.

3.2 CoRE4INET
CoRE4INET (Communication over Real-time Ethernet for INET) is a suite of real-
time Ethernet simulation models. Currently it supports the AS6802 protocol suite, traffic
shapers of Ethernet AVB, IEEE 802.1Q, and models for mapping IP traffic to real-time
traffic classes.

The centre of the CoRE4INET models is the implementation of media access
strategies for different traffic classes. By combining these strategies, new traffic shapers
can be designed that are able to forward real-time traffic of different standards on the
same physical link. For example it is possible to combine time-triggered traffic of
AS6802 with credit based shaping of Ethernet AVB to form a new time-aware shaper
that can handle both classes in parallel [16]. This allows to evaluate new concepts that
are currently under standardization or are even not yet assessed.

For incoming traffic, the models contain traffic selection and constraint checks. To
simulate time-triggered behaviour and time-synchronization, CoRE4INET provides
models for oscillators, timers and schedulers. Oscillators allow to implement the
behaviour of inaccurate clocks with their unique influence on real-time communication.
Finally, CoRE4INET contains application models for simple traffic patterns and traffic
bursts.
Selected simulation models were checked against analytical models of the different
specifications and evaluated in empirical tests using real-world hardware [23].
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3.3 FiCo4OMNeT
CAN [27] is a fieldbus widely used in automobiles. Future vehicle networks require
mixed operation of Ethernet and CAN. FlexRay [6] is used in a few premium vehicles.
For the next generation of these vehicles a migration from FlexRay to real-time Ethernet
is expected. Hence, FiCo4OMNeT (Fieldbus Communication for OMNeT++) provides
simulation models for CAN and FlexRay.

Exploiting the fact that all FlexRay nodes are connected to the same bus, the
static segment of FlexRay provides a TDMA based communication. FiCo4OMNeT
implements this behavior using a clock and a oscillator model, which are simpler
than the one of CoRE4INET. In order for the two models to remain independent,
FiCo4OMNeT provides a simple clock- and oscillator model. Similar to CoRE4INET,
it contains application models for CAN and FlexRay applications with simple traffic
patterns. The fieldbus models in FiCo4OMNeT were originally checked against results
of the CANoe simulation environment [3], an industry standard software for the analysis
of CAN bus communication.

3.4 SignalsAndGateways
Using gateways, the SignalsAndGateways simulation model interlinks between real-
time Ethernet and fieldbusses. These gateways are specific network nodes that translate
between legacy bus technologies and (real-time) Ethernet. To be as flexible as possible,
a gateway consists of three submodules:

Path finding The router module decides to which components an information is
forwarded. It receives messages in their original representation (CAN - or Ethernet
frame). Based on forwarding rules it selects the path that the message will take. Using
the header information of the message, a forwarding rule defines a CAN bus or an
Ethernet node that should receive the information of the message. A static defined
routing table stores all forwarding rules. If there is no entry in the routing table for
a message, it is dropped. Otherwise it will be sent to all destination given by the
forwarding rules that match to the message.
There is no limit of busses and links a gateway can be connected to. The gateway can
also translate between fieldbus technologies, thus it is also applicable to legacy designs
with multiple busses interconnected over a central gateway.

Buffering Gateways support aggregation strategies to improve bandwidth utilization
of different technologies. CAN messages for example have a maximum payload of
8 B, while Ethernet messages have a minimum payload of 46 B. If an Ethernet frame
encapsulates only one CAN message, the rest of minimum payload would be padded and
bandwidth would be wasted. Aggregation strategies implemented in the buffer modules
allow to release frames in groups, according to different strategies. These strategies are
implemented in the buffer modules, too.

Aggregation strategies have a huge impact on the latency of messages passing a
gateway. All strategies delay frames to collect multiple messages before aggregating
them into a single frame. The most popular strategy implemented in the buffer is the
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pooling strategy with holdup time. The holdup time of a message defines the maximum
acceptable delay for this message. Each message is assigned to a pool, while multiple
different messages share the same pool. To each message a holdup time is assigned. On
arrival of a frame in the pool, its holdup time is compared with the holdup time of the
pool. If the holdup time of the frame is shorter, the holdup time of the pool is adjusted
correspondingly. When the holdup time of the pool is expired all messages in the pool
are released together in one frame. The modular architecture of the gateway allows to
easily add more aggregation strategies.

Transformation Transformation modules implement the translation between different
communication technologies. The strategies transparently map information between
fieldbuses and Ethernet. Currently there is a simple mapping between fieldbus frames
and raw (layer 2) Ethernet frames. The modular architecture of the gateway allows to
easily add more sophisticated mappings, e.g. when higher layer application protocols
should be used.

Similar to real-world gateways, gateway nodes can host applications that are not
related to gateway functionality. Thus gateways can be added to control units that also
host application software.

3.5 Result Manager
The OMNeT++ IDE already comes with tools for the result analysis. We extended those
built-in tools to simplify the analysis in specialized use-cases and developed interfaces
to interconnect the OMNeT++ simulation with established industry products.

oppResultManagers is a set of modules for OMNeT++ simulations. Instead of
simulation models it contains so called ResultManagers. ResultManagers are responsible
for writing out simulation results. The OMNeT++ vector and scalar files, as well as the
eventlog are built-in instances of ResultManagers. The oppResultManagers project
adds ResultManagers for example PCAPng, SQLite, postgreSQL and Constrained
Check. It is also possible to use several managers in parallel.
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4 Simulation Process
The simulation process (s. figure 4) starts with network design. The ANDL is used to
describe the required nodes, as well as the desired network topology, and the mapping of
messages to different traffic classes. Afterwards our toolchain automatically generates an
executable simulation configuration that is run using the simulation models for real-time
Ethernet and fieldbusses. After the simulation run, the results are analysed with various
result analysers that are built into the OMNeT++ IDE, provided as additional plugins
(e.g. the GCTA), or interconnected using databases and specialized output formats such
as PCAPng.

simulationconfigurationgeneration

ANDLANDL INI
NED 
XML

INI
NED 
XML

INET
CoRE4INET
FiCo4OMNeT
SignalsAndGateways

INET
CoRE4INET
FiCo4OMNeT
SignalsAndGateways

ELOG / SCA / VEC
CSV
GCTA
SQLite/postgreSQL
PCAPng

ELOG / SCA / VEC
CSV
GCTA
SQLite/postgreSQL
PCAPng

Network 
Description

Simulation 
Configuration

Simulation 
Model

Simulation 
Results

Figure 4: Workflow of simulation projects – from network description to result analysis

This section presents an example workflow of the simulation process – from network
description to result analysis.

4.1 Network Modeling
First step is the network description. This is done with the ANDL domain-specific
language. Listing 1 shows an example of a network consisting of two CAN busses
interconnected over a real-time Ethernet backbone described in the ANDL.

Listing 1: ANDL code example with comments
1 types std { //Types can be defined and reused
2 ethernetLink ETH { //Definition for Ethernet link
3 bandwidth 100Mb/s; //Link has bandwidth of 100MBit/s
4 }
5 } //it is also possible to define types in a separate file
6
7 network smallNetwork { //network name is smallNetwork
8 inline ini { //Inline ini for special parameters
9 ‘‘‘
10 record-eventlog = false
11 ‘‘‘
12 } //Parameters are inserted into .ini
13
14 devices { //Define all devices in the network
15 ethernetLink eth1 extends std.ETH; //First Ethernet cable
16 canLink cb1; //First CAN bus
17 canLink cb2; //Second CAN bus
18 node cn1; //First CAN node
19 node cn2; //Second CAN node
20 node en1; //First Ethernet node
21 node en2; //Second Ethernet node
22 gateway gw1 { //Gateway for first CAN bus
23 pool gw1_1; //Pool for Aggregation of CAN frames
24 }
25 gateway gw2; //Gateway for second CAN bus
26 switch s1; //Real-time Ethernet Switch
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27 }
28
29 connections { //Physical connections (Segments = groups)
30 segment backbone { //Ethernet Backbone part
31 en1 <--> eth1 <--> s1; //Ethernet Link
32 en2 <--> {new std.ETH} <--> s1; //Ethernet Link
33 gw1 <--> {new std.ETH} <--> s1; //Ethernet Link
34 gw2 <--> {new std.ETH} <--> s1; //Ethernet Link
35 }
36 segment canbus { //CAN bus part (busses share config)
37 cn1 <--> cb1; //CAN node connected to first bus
38 gw1 <--> cb1; //Gateway connected to first bus
39 cn2 <--> cb2; //CAN node connected to second bus
40 gw2 <--> cb2; //Gateway connected to second bus
41 }
42 }
43
44 communication { //Communication in the network
45 message msg1 { //First message definition
46 sender cn1; //First CAN node is sender
47 receivers cn2; //Second CAN node is receiver
48 payload 6B; //Message payload is 6 Bytes
49 period 1ms; //1ms cyclic transmission
50 mapping { //mapping to traffic class, id, gw strategy
51 canbus: can{id 37;}; //Message ID 37 on CAN
52 gw1: pool gw1_1{holdUp 2ms;}; //Aggregation time
53 gw2; //gw2 also responsible for the msg path
54 backbone: tt{ctID 102;}; //TT traffic on backbone
55 }
56 }
57 message msg2 { //Second message definition
58 sender en1; //First Ethernet node is sender
59 receivers en2; //Second Ethernet node is receiver
60 payload 500B; //Message payload is 500 Bytes
61 period 125us; //125us cyclic transmission
62 mapping { //mapping to traffic class
63 backbone: avb{id 1;}; //AVB traffic on backbone
64 }
65 }
66 }
67 }

The definition of the scenario starts with the required devices of the network. The
connections section arranges previously defined devices into a network topology.
This section shows also an additional way to instantiate ethernetLink. It can be
created in the specific link definition without the need of defining a name.
The topology can be divided in several segments with different configurations for
messages. In the example there is one segment for the Ethernet part called backbone
and one segment for the CAN bus part called canbus. A message traversing the border
of a segment will be translated from the representation of the sending segment into the
representation of the receiving one.
The last part of the definition is the actual communication taking place. In the example
there is one message transmitted from cn1 to cn2 and one message transmitted from
en1 to en2. The mapping of each message defines how the message is represented
in the different segments. In the example the message msg1 is a CAN frame with id
37 on the bus and a time-triggered message with critical traffic id 102 on the real-time
Ethernet backbone.

Beside the features shown in this example, ANDL provides more parameters to
describe traffic flows or aggregation strategies. Commonly used components can be
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defined in include files, e.g. a Ethernet Link with 100 Mbit/s, and used in several places.
Further ANDL provides inheritance, thus it is possible to define primitive stencils for
components that are later refined during the instantiation.
Currently, ANDL supports only the most common used simulation parameters. For
more sophisticated configurations inline ini code can be used. Parameters defined
in the inline ini sections are directly copied into the resulting .ini files in an addi-
tional with_inline_ini configuration. Hence, inline ini definitions override
generated definitions, which are placed in the General configuration.

4.2 Experimentation
In comparison to the compact description in ANDL, the size of the generated OMNeT++
simulation configuration (.ini/.ned/.xml) has more than 250 lines. Nevertheless all
relevant parameters for the in-car network designer are available in ANDL. The resulting
network is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: ANDL generated network consisting of two CAN busses and a real-time
Ethernet backbone with two gateways, two Ethernet nodes and one switch

It is shown that the generation process has created the defined topology. Stimuli,
TDMA scheduling and gateway strategies are generated, too. A simulation can be run
immediately.
Furthermore all OMNeT++ features like distribution functions and configurations
for concurrent simulations runs can be done in the inline ini part of the ANDL
description.

Using ANDL in this way supports a fast experimentation process. Changes on topol-
ogy, stimuli or gateway strategies are done in the ANDL and simulated in OMNeT++
for an interactive analysis and comparison of different in-car network settings.

4.3 Result Analysis
All known OMNeT++ tools to analyse and visualize result data can be used to view
in-car protocol specific results, too. To find the corresponding data for a devices defined
in an ANDL description a user simply use the defined name to filter the result set. All
user defined ANDL names are adopted to the OMNeT++ simulation configuration. An
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example for a protocol specific result is the credit of the AVB credit based shaper. Figure
6 shows an extract of the credit vector for port 1 in switch s1.

smallNetwork.s1.avbABuffer[1] Credit, vector
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Figure 6: AVB Credit vector (s1 port 1) as seen in OMNeT++

The oppResultManagers models enable distributed analysis of simulation results.
It is realised using database ResultManagers. Listing 2 shows how to enable database
ResultManagers in a *.ini configuration file of the simulation.

Listing 2: Enabling database ResultManagers
1 outputscalarmanager-class="cPostgreSQLOutputScalarManager"
2 outputvectormanager-class="cPostgreSQLOutputVectorManager"
3 postgresqloutputmanager-connection="dbname=testdb user=testuser password=testuser

port=15432"

For example the postgreSQL manager allows to write simulation results on a central
database server in the network, while simulations are executed on a distributed cluster
of nodes. Several users can access the results concurrently without the necessity to
distribute the result files. This allows to transfer the load of the simulation as well as
result analysis from the users workstations towards strong servers and large centralized
storage systems. The drawback of this solution is a slight performance decrease due to
the overhead of sending results over the network as well as delays due to the databases
lock mechanisms when it is accessed concurrently. Using a database system, OMNeT++
simulations can be easily attached to a wide range of analysis tools, e.g. R [18] using a
database driver.

Using this way a ResultManager can be selected to fit the specific result analysis
requirements.
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5 Case Study: Automotive Backbone for Premium Cars
This section presents a system level simulation case study based on an anonymized
communication matrix of the Volkswagen Golf 7 that support the MQB platform of
Volkswagen. It is extended by high bandwidth communications that transport measure-
ments of two cameras and two lidars to support features like sensor fusion based on raw
data. This case study demonstrates the relevance of system level simulation within the
field of future in-car network designs, gives an impression of how to use and handle
the simulation tools, and finally provides selected results obtained by this case study.
All results are the outcome of OMNeT++ simulations. The case study was supported
by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under the project
RECBAR [26].

5.1 Case Study & Metrics
To get results for comparison the first simulation analyses the current CAN based
communication structure of premium cars (s. Fig. 7). It is based on an central CAN
gateway that connects the domain specific CAN buses and realizes the exchange of
CAN frames between these buses. The design consists of seven public and two private
CAN buses. All ECUs connected to this buses and the corresponding periodic CAN
traffic will be simulated (s. Table 1 and Table 2). CAN traffic based on acyclic messages
will not be simulated.

Even if the CAN identifiers have been anonymized, the prioritization remains in
accordance with the original MQB communication matrix.

In the second simulation, the central CAN gateway is replaced by an Ethernet switch
and CAN to Ethernet gateways (s. Fig. 8). The final simulation analyzes a network
that consists of real-time Ethernet backbone using three real-time switches and several
additional nodes with high bandwidth applications such as high definition cameras and
laser scanners (s. Fig. 12). They represent first steps of the gradual transition to a flat
Ethernet topology.

The simulation records the following metrics:

• Utilized bandwidth This is the bandwidth used on all Ethernet links and CAN
buses, including all protocol overheads.

Table 1: Number of ECUs per CAN bus

CAN bus Number of ECUs

canbus0 3
canbus2 6
canbus4 4
canbus6 1
canbus9 2

CAN bus Number of ECUs

canbus1 11
canbus3 9
canbus5 5
canbus7 1
canbus10 0
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Table 2: Number of CAN Messages per period

Period [ms] Number of messages

10 23
25 1
40 33
60 2

100 69
160 1
450 2

1000 38

Period [ms] Number of messages

20 38
30 1
50 17
80 10

150 10
200 50
500 49

2000 3

Results can be obtained from the scalars bitsPerSec of the canBusLogic module
and bits/sec sent or bits/sec rcvd of the mac module.

• Latency The simulation records end-to-end latency across the entire route be-
tween sending and receiving ECU. It includes the time spent within gateways. The
time starts at the point in time when a data source provides a package for sending.
It ends at the time of arrival of the package at a data sink. If applicable, the latency
on the Ethernet network is investigated - without CAN bus transmission. This
highlights the effects of Ethernet configurations.

The latency will be recorded for each ID at each receiver and each station on the
path from the sender to receiver. Since a large amount of data is generated in the
simulation, this section gives only maximum and minimum latencies.

Many modules in our simulation models have the rxLatency vector results. For
End-to-End latency we are looking at the consuming applications.

• Jitter This metric is defined for periodic messages. It is the absolute value of
the maximum difference of the latency belonging to consecutive messages. For
messages sent from different points in the network to the same sink the jitter is
ignored.

• Queue Length The simulation observes the length of all queues in the network.
Moreover the packet lost due to buffer overflow will be monitored. This is also
important for the design of the target hardware.

For obtaining the queue length statistics we have to look for the QueueLength
vectors.

5.2 Central CAN gateway design
This scenario depicts the series configuration of the vehicle and simulates the initial
situation without Ethernet backbone. This represents the actual communication topology
of many current cars. The recorded metrics serve as reference for further architectural
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Figure 7: Central CAN gateway design

variants and configurations. Figure 7 shows the simulation configured in OMNeT++.
Each CAN bus is connected to the central CAN Gateway. Inter-domain traffic is routed
through this gateway.
There are a total of 416 different messages on the buses, of which 216 are transported
via the gateway. The central CAN gateway delays messages by 60 µs. This value
corresponds to an average value measured in the real vehicle.

For simulation model validation the utilized bandwidth was determined analytically
based on the cycle times given in the communication matrix. Table 3 compares analytical
and simulation results. Due to a different recording technique the deviation is up to
2.339 %. The analytical approach is based on the cycle times, solely. In contrast, the
simulation takes only packages into account that are transmitted over the bus. Packages
that are still waiting for transmission in the gateway queue or packages that are waiting
for the access to the bus are not included here. Therefore simulated bandwidth lies
slightly below the analytically calculated.
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Table 3: Utilized bandwidth: analytical vs. simulation results

Bus Analytical result [kbit/s] Simulation result [kbit/s] Deviation [ % ]

canbus0 97.919 97.918 0.001
canbus1 128.130 127.329 0.625
canbus2 237.788 232.225 2.339
canbus3 63.125 63.121 0.006
canbus4 113.238 113.232 0.005
canbus5 221.631 220.509 0.506
canbus6 5.215 5.214 0.019
canbus7 2.801 2.800 0.036
canbus9 184.602 184.589 0.007

Table 4: Exemplary end-to-end latencies

CAN-ID Maximum end-to-ende latency [µs] Average end-to-ende latency [µs]

17 946.707 572.445
331 8465.906 845.920
510 17 974.989 1168.952

End-to-end latencies for all CAN messages were determined. Table 4 gives some
exemplary results. They show the great influence of CAN message priority on latency.
This is because of the CAN bus arbitration which always favors the message with the
lowest CAN ID value. While the maximum latency of the highest prioritized message
(lowest CAN ID value) is less than 1 ms, it rises to almost 18 ms for the lowest prioritized
message (highest CAN ID value). This effect affects the average latency, too.

The same effect occurs for the jitter of CAN messages. Typically, the jitter of low
prioritized CAN messages is higher. For the analysis of the jitter, a distinction must
be made between messages that are transmitted locally on a CAN bus and messages
that are transmitted via the central gateway. For each CAN bus Table 5 gives the jitter
for CAN messages consumed on this bus. As a result, messages that are forwarded via
the central gateway do not necessarily have a higher jitter. Rather, the jitter is a mix of
effects in the gateway, arbitration on multiple buses, and message prioritization. For
example on canbus9 the minimum jitter of local messages is higher than messages that
traverse the gateway due to a higher prioritized CAN message.

For an architecture with a central CAN gateway these measurements show that
the arbitration of the CAN messages has a significantly higher impact on jitter and
latency than the delay caused by the gateway (60 µs). This is a good starting position
for architectures based on an Ethernet backbone.
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Table 5: Comparison of minimal and maximal jitter

local via gateway

Bus Min [ms] Max [ms] Min [ms] Max [ms]

canbus0 0.574 7.511 4.301 5.866
canbus1 1.910 30.629 0.983 16.295
canbus2 1.504 15.827 0.961 23.196
canbus3 1.702 9.430 0.935 23.995
canbus4 2.154 9.735 0.957 24.505
canbus5 0.564 19.383 1.868 20.044
canbus6 no local traffic 8.017 19.383
canbus7 no local traffic 5.278 15.920
canbus9 4.346 25.641 0.959 23.707

5.3 One Ethernet Switch design
This architecture is an intermediate step to an architecture with Ethernet backbone. The
central CAN gateway is replaced by an Ethernet switch and CAN - Ethernet gateways
(s. Fig. 8). This simulation uses the same stimuli (CAN messages) as the previous
simulation.

Each CAN bus is connected to its own CAN-Ethernet gateway. In accordance
with the behavior of the CAN central gateway, each CAN message, which flows via
the central CAN gateway in the original design, flows via the Ethernet switch in this
architecture. On the Ethernet side it is sent from the source gateway to the destination
gateway. A CAN message maybe forwarded to several CAN buses. In this case the
simulation implements this behavior by sending a separat frame for each destination.
Alternatively, it could be realized using multicast.

The Ethernet frames will be sent via the standard Ethernet protocol (best effort)
using 100 Mbit/s links. In the current simulation, the processing delay of a gateway is
40 µs. This value is based on measurements of an ARM-9 based prototype gateway.

The maximum payload of a CAN frame is 8 B. The minimal payload of an Ethernet
frame is 46 B. Without aggregation of multiple CAN messages within one Ethernet
frame, Ethernet bandwidth would be wasted.

One Ethernet Switch Design without Aggregation

In general, the utilized bandwidth on CAN buses does not change compared to the
central Ethernet gateway design. The bandwidth used on the Ethernet links is always
below 1 Mbit/s, but above that utilized bandwidth on CAN buses. This is due to the
lack of aggregation of CAN messages. By padding and the larger size of the Ethernet
frames compared to CAN frames, the necessary bandwidth increases on the Ethernet. It
should be noted that no multicast is used and therefore messages that are transmitted to
multiple buses are also sent multiple times.

The maximum end-to-end latency is 25.289 ms. The minimum end-to-end is
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Figure 8: One Ethernet switch design

0.126 ms (local on a CAN bus). The delay on the Ethernet network is always less
than 10 % of the total end-to-end latency. The latency on the Ethernet from transmitter
to receiver via a switch (8 µs hardware delay) is between 19.92 µs and 60.24 µs.

The queues in front of the output links of the switch store a maximum of 2 frames.
The queues of the gateways stores frames that are waiting to be processed by the CAN
side of the gateway. These queues store a maximum of 6 Ethernet frames.

In summary, this simulation shows that the use of an Ethernet switch has little effect
on the transmission of CAN messages. The latency and jitter metrics continue to be
significantly influenced by CAN bus arbitration.

One Ethernet Switch Design with Aggregation

This section investigates the aggregation of CAN messages into one Ethernet frame. It
is based on the approach that incoming CAN messages will be buffered in the gateway,
so that ultimately several CAN messages will transmitted in one Ethernet frame to
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reduce the utilized bandwidth on the Ethernet. On the other hand the delay in a gateway
increase CAN message latencies.

Figure 9: Aggregation of CAN messages with an pool

The gateway implements aggregation of CAN messages as follows: To each CAN
message that arrives at a gateway a hold-up time is assigned. It defines how long a
message can be buffered in the gateway until it is sent to the Ethernet.

CAN messages will be aggregated in buffers called pools. A pool stores all messages
that will be aggregated in the same Ethernet frame. As soon as the hold-up time of
one CAN message expires, all buffered CAN messages of the corresponding pool will
be passed to the transformation module of the gateway. For each target gateway the
transformation module sends an Ethernet frame that contains the CAN messages stored
in the pool. Figure 9 shows how such a pool works. At time t3, the hold-up time of CAN
message 2 expires. Therefore, all messages that have arrived so far will be forwarded at
this time.

There are two ways to configure pool aggregation. One possibility is to use the
ANDL like in Listing 1 in Sect. 4.1. Another possible way is to manipulate the generated
.xml file. Examples of this can be seen in the examples folder of the SignalsAndGate-
ways model.
Three different aggregation scenarios will be simulated.

1. Within this scenario hold-up times are based on the CAN-ID and period of
the CAN message. Each hold-up time is calculated from the period and the

Table 6: Initial pool configuration

CAN-ID Hold-up time scenario 1
< 101 0ms
101 - 200 25% of the period of CAN-ID
201 - 300 50% of the period of CAN-ID
300 < 75% of the period of CAN-ID
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percentage given in Table 6. All CAN messages are stored in the same pool.
Hence, high-priority CAN messages are delayed less than low-priority messages.

2. This scenario differs from the first one in the aspect that messages with high
priority CAN messages (CAN-IDs <101) get a hold-up time of 1 ms. This
increases the likelihood that high priority CAN message will be aggregated with
other CAN messages.

3. This scenario uses 2 pools. CAN messages with similar hold-up times belong to
the same pool.

switch→ canbus0 switch→ canbus3 canbus2→ switch
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Figure 10: Utilized bandwidth on 3 Ethernet links

Figure 10 represents the utilized bandwidth for three Ethernet links. As expected, it
shows that aggregation reduces utilized Ethernet bandwidth. Depending on the structure
of the traffic on the buses, the utilized bandwidth is reduced by more than 50 %. The
difference between the three configurations is small. It is worth noting that none of the
configurations provides the lowest utilized bandwidth for all links. In contrast to the
Ethernet links aggregation does not change the utilized bandwidth on CAN buses.

As expected, aggregation increases the end-to-end latency. Table 7 gives some
latencies of aggregated messages. Configuration 1 provides best performance. For
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Table 7: Maximum End-to-End latency for some CAN-IDs on canbus1

CAN-
ID

central without with aggregation

CAN gate-
way

aggregation configuration
1

configuration
2

configuration
3

[us] [us] [us] [us] [us]

17 946,707 984,859 990,248 1984,378 1987,647
331 8465,906 8658,725 12835,177 13643,712 16676,314
510 17974,989 18415,130 23217,447 24470,504 754554,309

Table 8: Number of CAN Messages within a pool

CAN bus configuration 1 configuration 2 configuration 3
max average max average max average

canbus0 5 1,44 5 1,44 3 1,41
canbus1 23 5,03 23 5,20 12 4,59
canbus2 14 1,23 16 2,81 16 2,80
canbus3 13 9,09 13 9,08 9 6,81
canbus4 17 2,49 19 5,15 19 5,16
canbus5 18 1,19 21 2,70 17 2,69
canbus6 gateway does not send
canbus7 gateway does not send
canbus9 gateway does not send
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CAN ID 17 latency is similar to the one without aggregation. This is because of the
hold-up time value of 0 ms for CAN IDs < 101. Within configuration 2 this latency
increases by the configured hold-up time of 1 ms. In the third configuration, the latency
of CAN-ID 510 increases significantly. This is due to the subdivision into two different
pools depending on hold-up time. The probability that the pool forwarding is triggered,
by a CAN message with a faster expired hold-up time, is much lower. This can be
verified by inspection of the HoldUpTime vector in the gateway buffering module.

Regarding to jitter, CAN messages that are not transported via a gateway have little
difference between the configuration with and without aggregation. This difference
is based on bursts generated by gateways as follows: If an Ethernet frame containing
several CAN messages arrives at a gateway, it fills the message object buffers of CAN
bus interface with CAN frames of different priority at the same time.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

configuration 3

configuration 2

configuration 1

without aggregation

central CAN Gateway

Jitter [ms]

canbus0 min
canbus0 max
canbus2 min
canbus2 max
canbus3 min
canbus3 max

Figure 11: Minimal and maximal jitter on 3 Ethernet links

Figure 11 gives the minimal and maximal jitter for messages transported via gate-
ways for three can buses. Aggregation leads to an significant higher maximum jitter
compared to the configuration without aggregation. In particular, this concerns low
prioritized ID messages, due to the bursts on the destination bus and their long hold-up
time.

In terms of aggregation performance, the number of messages that are aggregated in
an Ethernet frame is of special interest. Table 8 represents this metric. With up to 23
aggregated CAN messages, some of the pools are very large. However, far fewer CAN
messages will be aggregated on average. Thus, the aggregation configurations provide
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potential for further optimization. A general statement about an optimal pool strategy
can not be given.

In summary, the results of this section show a trade-off between bandwidth on the
one side and latency / jitter on the other side. The respective aggregation strategy has a
massive impact on latency, jitter and bandwidth. For some aggregation strategies, the
gain in bandwidth is particularly efficient relative to the effects on latency and jitter.

5.4 Realtime Ethernet Backbone design
In this scenario the Ethernet backbone communication architecture of the real RECBAR
prototype car [26] is simulated. In addition to the previous communication matrix,
additional network participants has been added. This components are a front- and a
rear-camera, two lidar in the front of the car, a logging ECU and an ECU for sensor
fusion based on raw data. ECU1 periodically sends synchronization frames for the
global time synchronization. The backbone contains three Ethernet switches. All links
have a bandwidth of 100 Mbit/s.

To add this additional devices to the network configuration we use the flexibility
gained by the ANDL. To extend the topology just the lines shown in Listing 3 are added
to the existing ANDL model.

Listing 3: ANDL code example with comments
1 ...
2 connections {
3 segment backbone {
4 lid1 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch0;
5 lid2 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch0;
6 cam1 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch0;
7 switch0 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
8 ecu1 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
9 gateway0 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
10 gateway1 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
11 gateway2 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
12 gateway3 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
13 gateway4 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
14 gateway5 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
15 gateway6 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
16 gateway7 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
17 gateway9 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
18 gateway10 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch1;
19 switch1 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch2;
20 cam2 <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch2;
21 log <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch2;
22 fusi <--> {new std.ETH100M} <--> switch2;
23 }
24 segment canbus {
25 ecu3b0 <--> canbus0;
26 ...
27 }
28 }
29 ...

In addition new message definition must be added or extended with new receivers.
The generation of this extended ANDL results into the new target topology and message
definitions.

The CAN gateways are connected to the central switch. In addition to the previous
CAN communication, the CAN messages are sent to a logging ECU that is connected
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Figure 12: Ethernet backbone within the RECBAR car

to switch2. Due to low camera resolution and compressed data transmission each
camera stream requires 7 Mbit/s bandwidth. We use 2D four layer laser scanners (lidar).
Hence a lidar requires 2.5 Mbit/s bandwidth. These streams are sent to the logging unit
and a fusion calculator.

The communication bases on rate-constrained traffic class (AFDX). This traffic class
uses multicast. The biggest link load is between switch2 and the logging unit (about
20.2 Mbit/s).

In contrast to previous simulations, rate constrained traffic will be used. There-
fore the utilized bandwidth decreases due to multicast forwarding. Again this can be
investigated through the QueueSize vectors. When a frame is forwarded to multiple
destinations just on frames is queued instead of one per target.

Comparing the numbers of Table 7 and Table 9 shows hat this configurations reduces
the end-to-end latency of CAN messages. This is due to the use of multicast. At the
sending gateway no more frames, which different unicast destination addresses and the
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Table 9: End-to-End latency for some CAN-IDs on canbus1 of the RECBAR car

CAN-
ID

max. latency [µs] average latency [µs]

17 532,264 331,641
331 4191,718 380,729
510 8625,544 595,964

same payload, appear at the same time.
In summary, the simulation results of this scenario show that latency and jitter are

more affected by CAN bus arbitration than by the Ethernet backbone architecture. It
can be seen that multicast addressing saves the bandwidth of corresponding Ethernet
links and reduces the latency, too.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
Automotive industry is currently re-thinking the communication technologies in cars,
thereby developing a strong preference towards real-time Ethernet. The design and
evaluation of future Ethernet-centric architectures, but more delicately the transition
from current legacy busses and gateways to a distributed switching layer requires
extensive experimentation and careful evaluation of every design step. This work largely
profits from available simulation tools and platforms that allow for a rapid assessment
of design choices with high accuracy.

We presented an environment for modeling and simulating of future in-car networks
based on the OMNeT++ simulator and its INET framework. This suite includes
simulation models for various real-time extensions of Ethernet including AVB and
TSN, field-busses including CAN and FlexRay, Gateways, as well as tools for modeling
vehicular networks. This rich environment enables researchers from academia and
developers from industry to thoroughly investigate network concepts and designs that
are composed of the current and the emerging link-layer technologies.

As a special support for engineers during their design process, the domain specific
language ANDL has been defined. It allows to describe design variant on an abstract
level and supports a fast exploration of different design variants. We illustrated its utility
with a case study based on realistic automotive data and demonstrated the practicability
of this approach.

In future work, we will proceed in three directions. (1) Within the automotive
industry, detailed support of layer 3 and 4 protocols (like IEEE 1722, TCP and UDP)
on top of the QoS-enhanced link layer is of rising interest. Therefor a interface has
to be implemented into our models, so that existing models of higher layers are easily
adaptable. (2) The TSN design team investigates pre-emption, and we plan on integrating
different variants and investigating them in our models. (3) Current applications allow
stimuli generation based on random numbers. Domain specific reactive behavior could
make the stimuli generation even more realistic. Corresponding concepts, adapted to
real-time protocols will be introduced.
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List of Acronyms

ANDL Abstract Network
Description Language

AVB Audio Video Bridging

CAN Controller Area Network

DSL Domain Specific Language

ECU Electronic Control Unit

EMC Electromagnetic
Compatibility

LIN Local Interconnect Network

MOST Media Oriented Systems
Transport

OPEN One-Pair Ether-Net

QoS Quality of Service

TSN Time-Sensitive Networking
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